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Continuous Authorization 
Management
Mitigating identity-based risk across your hybrid environment

Why Authomize?

˝ Okta has clearly solved 

the user authentication 

problem that enables 

enterprises to easily 

access cloud applications. 

Authomize is solving the 

next problemmanaging the 

authorization privileges of 

end users after they've been 

granted application access.̋

Mark Settle, 
Former CIO of Okta

Continuous Monitoring 
and Enforcement

Cross Environment 
(SaaS, IaaS, Data and 
On-Prem) 

One-Click Integration  

Prescriptive Intelligent 
Automation 

Real-time Alerting on 
policy violations

Centralized Full stack 
IAM Platform

Streamlining Access Reviews

Enforcing Security Policies and Best Practices

Identifying Externally Exposed Assets

Securely Managing the JML Lifecycle 

Implementing a Zero Trust Architecture

Meet Authomize
Authomize is the first automated authorization security management 

platform. We enable organizations to mitigate IAM risk by providing deep 

observability and centralized, granular control over their identity and asset 

access policies across all their cloud environments (IaaS,SaaS, Data).

Starting with one-click SaaS deployment, Authomize creates a detailed 

map of all identities, accounts, assets, access policies, authorizations, user 

actions, and the relationships between them. This enables continuous 

monitoring of security policies and automated remediation of violations to 

ensure business continuity and compliance.

Machine Learning algorithms provide human-readable, actionable 

prescriptive recommendations for how to improve your security posture 

based on a deep understanding of not only which identities have access 

to which assets, but also how that access is being used down to the most 

granular level.

Top Use Cases



Continuous Authorization Security

We play well with others
Authomize has one-click integration for fast deployment. We offer out-of-the-box connectors with all 

major platforms and an OpenAPI framework to connect homegrown and legacy apps.

For more information about how Authomize can secure your Authorization Management,  

visit: www.Authomize.com, or contact us: info@Authomize.com

Ingest and 
Normalize
Collect Data from IDPs, Cloud, 
On-Prem environments and convert 
to a single format that can be 
analyzed and operationalized 

Map &
Understand
Identify and correlate permission 
usage with understanding of roles, 
groups, and usage, creating 
optimized permission group and 
actionable recommendations

Continuous 
Monitoring
Ensure continuous security and 
compliance coverage

Alert &
Remediate
Detect violations of policies and 
alert with actionable, streamlined 
remediation recommendations
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